Attention when replacing the cassette compartment. The repair part [coil spring] is missing from cassette compartment assy (X-3951-298-2), use the spring from the defective cassette compartment assy.

**Spring attaching direction**

R type hook should be put on, like this picture, always in this direction of the arrow.

**Applicable models**

- CCD-TR848/ CCD-TRV107/ CCD-TRV108/ CCD-TRV308/ CCD-TRV408/
- CCD-TRV608/
- DCR-TRV130 / DCR-TRV140 / DCR-TRV230/ DCR-TRV240 / DCR-TRV340/
- DCR-TRV530/ DCR-TRV730/ DCR-TRV828/ DCR-TRV830
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